Sun Woman, Moon Man
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Soprano

Sun Woman, you light the day,
Sun Woman, you show the way,
You

Alto

Sun Woman, you light the day,
Sun Woman, you show the way,
You

Tenor

Sun Woman, you light the day,
Sun Woman, you show the way,
You

Bass

Sun Woman, you light the day,
Sun Woman, you show the way,
You

are a Dream-time Creature with a torch of burning bark,
Sun Woman, you drive a-

are a Dream-time Creature with a torch of burning bark,
Sun Woman, you drive a-

are a Dream-time Creature with a torch of burning bark,
Sun Woman, you drive a-

Sun Woman, you light the day,
Sun Woman, you show the
way the dark,

Sun Woman, you light the day,
Sun Woman, you show the
way the dark,

Sun Woman, you light the day,
Sun Woman, you show the
way the dark,
way, You are a Dream-time Creature with a torch of burning bark,

Sun Woman, you drive away the dark,

Moon Man, you shine at night, Moon Man, you are so white, You

Moon Man, Moon man, Moon man, Moon man You
are a Dream-time Creature with a torch of burning bark,
Moon Man, you travel

through the dark,
Moon Man, you shine at night,

Moon Man, you are so white,
You are a Dream-time Creature with a night,
torch of burning bark,

Moon Man, You travel

are a Dream-time Creature with a torch of burning bark,

through the dark,

Moon Man, You travel through the dark,

through the dark,

Sun woman,

Moon man, Sun woman, Moon man,